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One Spirit Takeover 

 

Verse #1 

  We know they are sayin’ the message is money  

so tell em’ ta step aside the killing ain’t funny,  

the rapin’ and pillaging hurtin’ the rest of us 

  Stand up with all of us consciousness stunning 

 

  Motivate elevate that’s how we navigate 9 to 5 state to state 

  Difference exonerate, educate how to survive negativity instead 

  Of eclipsing the hope lets emancipate 

  

  One of the group yes we are just like Avatar  

sowin’ the seeds through the word so it matters far 

from this day how we pay forward how we stay 

thanking the brothers who helped us to be this way 

 

Business world talk is like profit to maximize 

Risk all we manage exposure we realize 

Dollars are capital spiritual hatchables 

Watch us surprise the real prizes eclipsing lies 

 

Chorus   

  I we us yes we can manifest, one spirit (4 times) 
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Verse #2  

  Test us we’ll build with the world in the zone 

  Spiritual heart transformation is known 

  To the death that the killing has taken to own  

  From Mom’s raising children need help all alone 

 

  The house is divided the message confided 

  We’re watching the enemy lose they can’t fight it 

  No mercy except from above we’re exited 

  Because we’re still bothered by hater’s who bite it 

 

  Wouldn’t make peace so be known as the beast 

  Still trying to remedy treat it with beats 

  Ain’t no game just the same no he can’t stand the hate 

  Meet the fate from the least with the most how we feast 

 

  (God is) using your hatred for reasons to end the all the playing 

  Around all the time that was wasted replace it with love 

  Over time so the good that’s the word how it ends 

  The good book’s how it’s tasted 
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 Chorus   

  I we us yes we can manifest, one spirit (4 times) 

 

 

Outro: 

 

They said that peace wasn’t an option, we get it now it’s a spiritual takeover, and 

when we share knowledge and people are disrespectful it seems real foolish. 

Big ups to freedom of speech. Onelove peace…..  

  


